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Local ﬁeld potentials (LFPs) capture the electrical activity produced by principal cells during
integration of converging synaptic inputs from multiple neuronal populations. However,
since synaptic currents mix in the extracellular volume, LFPs have complex spatiotempo-
ral structure, making them hard to exploit. Here we propose a biophysical framework to
identify and separate LFP-generators. First we use a computational multineuronal model
that scales up single cell electrogenesis driven by several synaptic inputs to realistic aggre-
gate LFPs.This approach relies on the ﬁxed but distinct locations of synaptic inputs from
different presynaptic populations targeting a laminated brain structure.Thus the LFPs are
contributedbyseveralpathway-speciﬁcLFP-generators,whoseelectricalactivityisdeﬁned
by the spatial distribution of synaptic terminals and the time course of synaptic currents
initiated in target cells by the corresponding presynaptic population.Then we explore the
efﬁcacy of independent component analysis to blindly separate converging sources and
reconstruct pathway-speciﬁc LFP-generators.This approach can optimally locate synaptic
inputs with subcellular accuracy while the reconstructed time course of pathway-speciﬁc
LFP-generators is reliable in the millisecond scale. We also describe few cases where the
non-linear intracellular interaction of strongly overlapping LFP-generators may lead to a sig-
niﬁcant cross-contamination and the appearance of derivative generators. We show that
the approach reliably disentangle ongoing LFPs in the hippocampus into contribution of
several LFP-generators.We were able to readout in parallel the pathway-speciﬁc presynap-
tic activity of projection cells in the entorhinal cortex and pyramidal cells in the ipsilateral
and contralateral CA3.Thus we provide formal mathematical and experimental support for
parallel readout of the activity of converging presynaptic populations in working neuronal
circuits from common LFPs.
Keywords: computational neuronal model, independent component analysis, local ﬁeld potentials, neuronal
circuits
INTRODUCTION
Information in the brain ﬂows back and forth among individual
neurons and populations in essentially sparse way (Stevens and
Zador, 1998). Therefore understanding the basis of neural com-
putations requires monitoring of the activity of different neural
nucleiwithhighspatiotemporalaccuracy.Studiesof unitaryactiv-
ity provide inter-nuclei and behavioral correlates,but they usually
cannot explain the mechanisms underlying the synaptic integra-
tion of incoming signals by target neurons. Thus simultaneous
recordingof unitaryandsynapticactivitywouldboostourknowl-
edge of the computational capacities of neuronal circuits. Local
ﬁeld potentials (LFPs) contain precise temporal information of
the synaptic activity induced by the converging axons of different
neuron populations regardless of their local or remote position.
The biophysical grounds required to translate presynaptic spikes
to single cell currents and then to scale these to aggregate LFPs
have been known for many years (Lorente de Nó, 1947a; Rall and
Shepherd, 1968; Jack et al., 1975; Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006).
However, technical and theoretical constraints severely limit the
resolution of the inverse problem: how to obtain the presynaptic
activity from recorded LFPs.
Most known evoked ﬁeld potentials deal with externally con-
trolledstimulationsof singlepathways,facilitatingtheirstudyand
description. In this way unitary-to-population relationships have
beenestablishedforpathway-speciﬁcevokedpotentialsinthehip-
pocampus and cerebellum, or for compound action potentials in
nerve bundles (Lorente de Nó, 1947b; Eccles et al., 1967; Ander-
sen et al., 1971; Nicholson and Llinás, 1971). However, ongoing
LFPsareproducedbytheactivityof multiplepathwaysthatevolve
over time and that converge onto a region populated by several
typesof neuronsthatformlocalcircuits.Thusthemutualcancela-
tion of synaptic currents,their mixing in the extracellular volume,
irregular activation of afferent nuclei, complex cell geometry, and
electrogenesis constitute the main handicaps to understand how
the electrical activity of individual neurons shapes LFPs (Rall and
Shepherd, 1968; Varona et al., 2000; López-Aguado et al., 2002;
Einevoll et al., 2007; Makarova et al., 2010; Ray and Maunsell,
2010). In practice,ongoing LFPs are mostly studied when a single
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particular subgroup of neurons and/or afferent pathway has a
dominant contribution, or when there are highly synchronized
events like sharp waves or periodic oscillatory activity (Buzsáki
etal.,1983;Brankacketal.,1993;Csicsvarietal.,2003;Reichinnek
et al.,2010).
Modern blind source separation techniques, such as indepen-
dent component analysis (ICA; reviewed in Hyvärinen and Oja,
2000; Choi et al., 2005), are useful to resolve the inverse prob-
lem of identifying the activity of presynaptic populations from
LFPs (Tanskanen et al.,2005). However,in general this problem is
ill-posed,requiringspecialassumptions,andtreatmentof thedata
(Makarovetal.,2010).Recently,wesucceededindisentanglingthe
ongoingLFPsintherathippocampusintoconstitutinggenerators
(Korovaichuk et al., 2010; Makarov et al., 2010). Each generator
was considered as an entity formed by a single afferent and a sin-
gletargetneuronpopulation.Theafferentpopulationsendsspikes
that produce synaptic currents across the membranes of the tar-
get neurons, which give rise to LFPs in the extracellular space.
We showed that the generators are stable in different animals and
thattheymatchtheexpectedspatialpatternof knownaxontermi-
nations from different projecting nuclei. The time courses of the
activityof theLFP-generatorsidentiﬁedwereveryirregular,which
probably reﬂects the sparse and essentially asynchronous interac-
tions between different nuclei. However, the absence of tools to
study these results in more depth makes it difﬁcult to conﬁrm
this assumption. Here using realistic modeling of LFPs followed
by experimental veriﬁcation we provide a general biophysical
framework to read LFPs in terms of the speciﬁc electrogenesis
of the contributing neurons and the different synaptic pathways
converging onto them.
Thecomputationsperformedindicatethatthemodelgenerated
is consistent for LFPs in laminated structures, outperforming
methods based on frequency decomposition. The model indicates
that the application of ICA to simultaneous linear recordings of
LFPs reveals the spatial location of synaptic inputs with subcellu-
lar accuracy, and that it may deﬁne the synaptic time envelope
produced by different afferent nuclei in the millisecond scale.
Apparent deviations from ideal LFP-generators were caused by
intracellularinteractionsamongstcoincidentsynapticinputs.The
modelwastestedonrealLFPsinthehippocampusanditprovedto
bereliabletoseparatedifferentspontaneousorevokedconverging
inputs with matching of pre- and post-synaptic activities.
RESULTS
LFP-GENERATORS AND SINGLE CELL SYNAPTIC CURRENTS IN
LAMINAR NEURONAL STRUCTURES
The problem of unmixing synaptic currents elicited by different
afferent neuron populations is highly simpliﬁed in regular struc-
tures with suitable architectures and connectivity. Conveniently,
some favorable cases exist in nature, such as the CA1 region of
the hippocampus, which we have chosen here as a test bed. This
structurehasonedominantneuralpopulation,comprisedofpyra-
midal cells arranged in a palisade (Lorente de Nó, 1934), and the
synaptic inputs to this structure are stratiﬁed, which ensures the
spatial stability of ﬁeld potentials. In addition, each axon is con-
nected to several neurons, which reduces local differences and
can be approached reasonably by homogeneous activation (see
below). The build-up of laminar LFPs from aggregating multiple
cell currents is illustrated by a conveniently simpliﬁed simulation
(Figure 1A), whereby synaptic inputs produce quadrupole-like
extracellularﬁelds(panel1),withaspatialdistributionthatdiffers
for synaptic activation in distinct subcellular domains (panel 2).
Although elementary transmembrane currents produced extra-
cellular ﬁeld potentials that fall rapidly at a distance (Lorente de
Nó,1947a,b;RallandShepherd,1968),theyarepreservedinlami-
nar structures where converging axons from different nuclei make
contacts in stable discrete dendritic bands across a large num-
ber of cells (panel 3). Such spatial differences can be captured by
a linear array of electrodes spanning the main cell axis (rec in
panel 3).
Figure 1B illustrates the computation performed to simulate
LFPs and the relationship between single cell currents and LFPs
using thoroughly tested and detailed biophysical models of a CA1
pyramidal unit and aggregate (see Materials and Methods, and
López-Aguado et al., 2001; Makarova et al., 2007, 2010; Varona
et al., 2000). A series of presynaptic spikes was transformed in
a time varying inhibitory synaptic current, Isyn, injected into a
dendritic band of a single cell (GABAA type, 60nS; Figure 1B,
panel 1). The current produced changes in the membrane poten-
tial,V m,andcompartmentaltransmembranecurrents(Ims)along
the entire length of the cell as expected from its active and passive
properties. Then, the entire Ims of a single model neuron were
scaleduptoanaggregateassumingahomogeneoussynapticinput
to the population (Figure 1B, panel 2). Finally, the LFPs at 16
points, simulating a 16-tip linear electrode (Z-axis), were calcu-
lated from the aggregate transmembrane currents (see Eq. 3 in
Materials and Methods; Figure 1B,V z in panel 2).
The LFPs obtained resembled a simpliﬁed but realistic situ-
ation of controlled dominant activation of a single pathway (a
single LFP-generator). As expected, the current-source density
(CSD)analysisof thesimulatedLFPs(NicholsonandLlinás,1971;
NicholsonandFreeman,1975;Mitzdorf,1985)yieldedthecorrect
location, polarity, and magnitude of the transmembrane currents
inthevolume(Figure1B,panel2,right).TheICAofthesameLFPs
returned one signiﬁcant generator (Figure 1B, bottom), with a
spatial distribution matching the spatial extracellular voltage pro-
ﬁle for this synaptic input and with a temporal activation (time
course) that precisely matched the unitary synaptic current (com-
paretoIsyn).Wenotethatthespatialdistributionandtimecourse
of the generator are dimensionless, and that the polarity can be
retrieved from a CSD applied on reconstructed pathway-speciﬁc
LFPs (Korovaichuk et al., 2010; Makarov et al., 2010). To obtain
the subcellular distribution of population currents we evaluated
the second spatial derivative of the spatial distribution of the gen-
erator, and its proﬁle accurately matched the compartmental Ims
in a single cell. Thus, in the presence of the activity of a single
LFP-generator we were able to reconstruct its (spatiotemporal)
synaptic activity by analyzing the recorded LFPs.
Thus it was demonstrated that in this type of regular lami-
natedstructuretheaggregateextracellularpotentialhasastratiﬁed
spatial distribution along the main cell axis at each time instant.
Consequently,although multiple afferent nuclei may initiate con-
currentpostsynapticcurrentsinthesametargetneurons(multiple
LFP-generators), each one produces a distinct spatial distribution
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FIGURE 1 | Scaling single neuron currents to macroscopic LFPs and their
separation by independent component analysis (ICA). (A)The problem of
the mixing of currents in the volume constituting LFPs is simpliﬁed in regular
structures. A synaptic input to a single neuron (blue arrows in subplot 1)
produces quadrupole-like extracellular ﬁelds (blue and red isopotential curves)
and currents (dashed curves). Due to the spread of currents in the
extracellular volume, the ﬁeld potentials generated by several synapses in
different domains overlap strongly (panel 2), but in regular structures with
stratiﬁed inputs the simultaneous activation of many neurons produce laminar
ﬁeld potentials that are speciﬁc for each input (panel 3), and they can be
captured by ﬁx groups of electrodes within linear recording arrays (rec). a and
b schematically illustrate the multicellular connection of axons from extrinsic
neurons and local interneurons, respectively. (B) An irregular series of
inhibitory synaptic currents (panel 1, unit, Isyn) is injected to a dendritic band
(blue compartments) of one model neuron enabling the calculation of the
compartmental membrane potentials (V ms) and currents (Ims) along the
neuron anatomy.The Ims of the single neuron are replicated in a CA1
aggregate (subplot 2, population) of model neurons to build the LFPs,
which were estimated along a 16-point recording track (rec). LFPs are
stratiﬁed along the main Z-axis of single units (V Z) and they can be analyzed
by current-source density analysis (CSD), or decomposed into their
contributing generators by ICA.The ICA reports only one generator, with its
spatial distribution and time course.The second spatial derivative of the
spatial distribution, V”(z), renders the location of active currents (in
yellow/red), which match the locus of activated synapses.The time course of
the ICA-derived LFP-generator precisely matches the injected synaptic
current on each single neuron. Cbl, cell body layer; bas, basal dendrites; ap,
apical dendrites.
when considered separately (i.e.,they raised pathway-speciﬁc LFP
proﬁleswithaspeciﬁcsubcellulardeﬁnition;AndersenandLømo,
1966; Buzsáki et al., 1986; Herreras, 1990; Leung et al., 1995;
Korovaichuk et al., 2010; Makarov et al., 2010). Together with a
quasilinear effect of synaptic inputs onto LFPs, this enables the
ICA to be applied to separate LFP components whose spatial dis-
tributions can be compared to the cytoarchitecture of known cell
generators in order to identify LFP-generators (Stone, 2004; Choi
et al.,2005; Makarov et al.,2010).
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL ACCURACY IN THE SEPARATION OF
MULTIPLE LFP-GENERATORS
Totestthequalityof theseparationof theongoingactivityof mul-
tiplepathwaysthatconvergeontargetneurons,wesimulatedLFPs
evoked by several synaptic inputs to each cell in the aggregate.
Subsequently, the LFPs were analyzed by an ICA and the spatial
distribution and time courses of the signiﬁcant generators found
were compared with the original values (i.e., those obtained by
the ICA of the LFPs raised using one generator at a time, as in
Figure 1B).
Oneexampleof thisanalysiswasLFPsobtainedbymixingfour
randomly activated synaptic inputs (Figure 2A): two inhibitory
(GABAA type,G1 and G3) and two excitatory (G2 and G4) inputs
that made synaptic contacts in different subcellular domains (see
the locations in the scheme of Figure 2C). The ICA success-
fully resolved the mixed LFP-generators and returned exactly
four signiﬁcant generators (relative variance >5%), each with an
accuratespatiotemporaldeﬁnitionthatmatchedtheoriginalindi-
vidual generators. The time course and spatial distributions of
the ICA-separated and the original generators are shown super-
imposed in Figures 2B,C, respectively. The time courses proved
to be accurate to milliseconds time scale (Figure 2D, left panel),
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FIGURE 2 | Optimal performance of the ICA to disentangle multiple
synaptic inputs in mixed LFPs. (A) An example of LFPs obtained by
combining four irregular time series of inhibitory (G1, G3) and excitatory (G2,
G4) synaptic inputs in different neuron domains [see location in (C)]. (B,C)The
ICA returned four signiﬁcant generators whose time course (B) and spatial
distributions (C) matched those obtained when analyzing single generator
LFPs (labeled in a color code). (D) Left: estimation of the wavelet coherence
of the ICA-derived generator’s time course and the corresponding dynamics
of each original pathway-speciﬁc generator.Temporal ﬁdelity of the time
courses is kept up to the millisecond time scale. Right: index of
cross-contamination of each generator to all others. Note the low
cross-contamination level. (E,F)The LFP-generators require a different
minimum duration of LFPs for the ICA to separate them optimally.The plots
correspond to seven different segments of increasing duration for two of the
generators [G1 and G4, (E)]. Note the faster convergence of the spatial
curves in G4.The spatial jitter was associated to the degree of coincidence of
each generator with other inputs. For durations longer than 3s all generators
showed acceptable spatial accuracy (F).
which enables detection of single synaptic events in the activ-
ity of afferent upstream generators. Nevertheless some degree of
cross-contamination was detected (Figure 2D, right panel). The
most contaminated ICA-isolated LFP-generators G2 and G3 con-
tainedlessthan10%ofthepoweroriginallybelongingtoG1(most
powerful generator). Then we tested what might be the minimal
time interval at which generators could still be identiﬁed. By ana-
lyzing LFP segments of increasing duration, we found that the
optimalminimumvariedfordifferentinputsaccordingtoanum-
ber of parameters, including the spatiotemporal properties of the
inputs, the speciﬁc mixture tested, and the geometric properties
of the postsynaptic neurons. Figure 2E illustrates spatial distri-
butions for the generators G1 and G4 obtained by the ICA of
segments of LFPs of three different durations. The spatial distri-
butions of G4 converge faster than those of G1. We found that a
4-s period was long enough for safe spatial convergence of all four
generators (Figure 2F). Once spatial convergence was achieved,
temporal ﬁdelity was optimal (see below).
We assayed a total of 98 different synaptic inputs (GABAA: 39;
GABAB: 28; Glu: 31) in 80 different combinations (47 of two dif-
ferentinputs,8of 3,12of 4,and13of 5:seedetailedspeciﬁcations
in the Figure A1 and Table A1 in Appendix). We tested different
temporal patterns (rhythmic and irregular), input strengths, sub-
cellularlocationsandwidthsofthepostsynapticdendriticdomain,
as well as the degree of spatial overlap among the synaptic inputs.
The frequency of the rhythmic inputs (35 in total) ranged from
6t o1 5H zf o rG A B A A/GABAB, and from 6 to 20Hz for Gluta-
mate.Non-rhythmicinputs(63intotal)hadanaverageﬁringrate
within 6–20 and 6–30Hz for GABA and Glutamatergic inputs,
respectively. Globally, the width of the synaptic zones along the
dendritic band varied from 100 to 450μm( an e u r o ni s7 5 0μm
long; see Figure 1B), and the spatial overlap between combined
inputs in the postsynaptic membrane varied from none to com-
plete overlap (in this case, one was always wider than the other).
The results are summarized in Figure 3.
On average, we were able to reconstruct the original inputs
from the LFPs simulated in 99% of cases. In 17 cases (21%), an
extrageneratorwasfoundalongwiththeoriginalinputs,although
it contained more than 5% of the relative variance in seven cases
only. For each simulation we quantiﬁed the efﬁciency of separa-
tion of LFPs into generators by calculating: (i) the similarity (or
distance) between spatial distributions (bound between 0 and 1,
where d =0 corresponds to a perfect match); and (ii) the correla-
tion index of the time courses. The spatial accuracy (α=1−d)o f
thegeneratorsisolatedbytheICAisshowninFigure3A.Deﬁcient
spatial matching (α<0.9) was only frequent in the more complex
mixture of inputs (see below for unfavorable factors). The dif-
ferences involved modest unbalancing of negative and positive
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phases of the spatial curves, or slight shifts affecting parts of the
curve. Typically, the alterations in the voltage distributions found
did not modify the distribution of the transmembrane currents
(equivalenttoaCSDanalysis)andaccordingly,theystillaccurately
reﬂected the location of the synaptic input. In other cases, the
cross-contaminationconsistedinsmallbumpsordips.Whileboth
rhythmic and random inputs were efﬁciently revealed by the ICA,
the former were more susceptible to cross-contamination.
The correlation indexes between the time courses of ICA-
isolated LFP-generators and their value in isolation are shown in
Figure 3B, where 192 out of 238 inputs (or 81.7%) had an index
above 0.8,and only 9 scored below 0.6 (3,8%).Again the majority
of these were found in the more complex inputs and contributed
with a reduced relative variance (power).
FACTORS THAT MAY REDUCE PERFORMANCE
Let us now examine in detail the few input combinations that
yielded the worst results in Figures 3A,B. The most relevant fac-
tors were (from strong to weak): (i) the relative variance (power)
of the generators; (ii) the amount of synchronous activation; (iii)
thecellgeometry;and(iv)theelectrotoniccellproperties.Allthese
factors turned out to be interdependent such that the analysis of
any one of these may be strongly affected by the others.
The most inﬂuential factor in promoting cross-contamination
was a strong imbalance between the powers contributed by dif-
ferent generators to the mixed LFP proﬁle. As such, the stronger
generators can introduce some contamination to the weaker ones.
FIGURE 3 | Summary of the results obtained for 80 multisynaptic LFPs.
The plots show the spatial (A) and temporal (B) accuracy of each generator
derived from mixed LFPs when compared to their values alone (see
Methods).The values of the different generators obtained in each
simulation are represented by the dots in the same vertical position.The
parameters for the synaptic combinations can be found in the Appendix.
In general, synaptic inputs contributing at least 10% to the total
variance of the LFPs had a correlation index above 0.8 (i.e., they
were well separated). For weaker generators, we found that their
secure identiﬁcation not only depends on their variance but also,
onotherfactors.Figure4showsanexampleofatwo-inputcombi-
nation, an apparently random GABAA (60nS, G2 in green) input
partially overlapped with that mediated by GABAB (30nS, G1 in
blue). Despite the weaker maximum conductance (30 vs. 60nS),
FIGURE 4 | Spatial and temporal cross-contamination between
LFP-generators with a strongly unbalanced contribution. (A)The
example corresponds to LFPs modeled by combining spatially overlapping
of GABAB dendritic inhibition (G1, blue) and perisomatic GABAA inhibition
(G2, green). Irregular series of synaptic inputs were injected in the two
generators with a variable degree of temporal coincidence between them
(case I: 0% and case II: 25%).The spatial distribution of the strong
generator (G1) was stable, but that of the weak generator (G2) underwent a
slight spatial shift when the two inputs had a partial temporal coincidence
(25% of the time), which did not however modify the estimation of the
synaptic loci (CSD). Note the small bump in the CSD curve of the weak
generator at the site where the stronger generator peaked. (B)
Cross-contamination can also be observed in the respective time courses
of the generators (arrows mark the timings of synaptic inputs and asterisks
show coincident inputs).The cross-contamination grew larger as the inputs
coincided for a longer period (case I vs. case II). G1 got extra power
(variance) from G2. (C)The strong generator (G1) practically does not suffer
from coincident inputs. However, the time course of the weak generator
(G2) may be severely distorted by coincident inputs and a signiﬁcant part of
its contribution lost.The spatial distribution of the weak generator also
becomes worse for higher coincidence level, but at 100% coincidence G2
recovers its original spatial distribution (see main text).
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the slower kinetics and stronger driving force of G1 led to a much
stronger contribution to the total variance than G2. As a second
factor, we used the degree of temporal coincidence or synchro-
nization among the generators (0% and 25%, as illustrated in
Figure4). While the spatial distribution of the stronger generator
G1 was stable, irrespective of the degree of synchronization (see
below),theweakergeneratorG2underwentaspatialshift(dashed
vs. solid lines in Figure 4A, respectively). However, the shift was
not strong enough to confuse the location of synaptically medi-
atedtransmembranecurrents(CSDpanel).Smallbumps(ordips,
depending on the relative polarity of synaptic currents) appeared
at the sites of the weak generators at the location where the strong
ones peaked. Spatial contamination altered the time course of the
cross-contaminatedgenerators(inFigure4B,thearrowsmarkthe
timingof thesynapticinputs:notethecontaminatingresiduesleft
in the other generator). Typically, the strong generator (G1) cap-
tures more of the activity of the weak one (G2: see the reduced
variance for the weak generator during partial temporal overlap-
ping).Nevertheless,theweakgeneratoralwayspreservedtheinitial
phase of the individual synaptic bouts even in the worst cases
(asterisks in Figure 4B). Thus we can always identify the timing
of synaptic activation. Figure 4C shows the accuracy of the time
courses and of the spatial distributions vs. the degree of coinci-
dence of the inputs. As expected the time accuracy of the weak
generator (G2) decreases as the coincidence index increases,while
the strong generator (G1) keeps its time course at the same accu-
racy level. The index of spatial accuracy shows similar behavior
for low and moderate values of the input coincidence. However,
at100%coincidencethespatialaccuracyof G2roseto100%.This
surprisingresultisexplainedbytheunidirectionalﬂowofvariance
among the generators. The strong generator G1 absorbed all slow
part of activations (as marked by asterisks in Figure4B),while G2
kept fast synaptic bouts without additional perturbations from
G1. This enables correct identiﬁcation of the spatial weights of
G1 and G2, whereas the time courses may show signiﬁcant devi-
ations from the original pathway-speciﬁc signals. We notice that
suchbehavioremergesduetotheintracellularinteractionbetween
generators (see below).
EFFECTS OF CELL GEOMETRY, ELECTROTONIC PARAMETERS, AND
INTRACELLULAR INTERACTIONS BETWEEN GENERATORS
We also explored the intracellular factors that may lead to cross-
contaminationinICA-separatedLFP-generators.Inafewcasesthe
ICA returned more statistically signiﬁcant LFP-generators than
the number of synaptic inputs used in simulations. Figure 5A
illustrates an example of the synaptic combination of two gener-
ators: G1, GABAA perisomatic inhibition and G2, distant apical
excitation (red and blue, respectively). Two ICA-separated LFP-
generators accurately described the locations of these two inputs.
However, ICA also found an additional generator, G3 (Figure 5,
gray, variance >5%), whose spatial distribution appeared to be
a mixture of the active (synaptic) zones of the other two (note
the opposite polarity for excitatory and inhibitory membrane
domains). These generators were revealed in the second spatial
derivative (CSD spatial distribution) and a close inspection of the
time course of each generator conﬁrmed the hybrid nature of the
extra generator. Indeed, the bouts of activity in the G3 genera-
tor only arose in the periods when the two original inputs were
FIGURE 5 | Extra generators may rarely arise due to intracellular
interactions of coincident synaptic currents. (A) An inhibitory
perisomatic (GABAA) input (G1, red) was combined with a non-overlapping
dendritic excitatory input (G2, blue), both under irregular regimes.The ICA
returned three generators, two of them matching the spatial distributions of
the original individual inputs.The extra generator (G3, gray) presented an
intermediate spatial distribution, and its time course revealed activity when
the inputs coincided. (B) A slight shift of the inhibitory input away from the
excitatory one reduced the variance of the extra generator down to the 5%
border of signiﬁcance (see Materials and Methods). (C) A further spatial
shift of the inhibitory input toward the opposite dendritic tree yielded a
perfect separation of the mixed LFPs into the two generators. (D) A distal
shift of the excitatory input also led to perfect separation of the contributing
LFP-generators [to be compared with (A)]. (E)To assess the intracellular
origin of the extra generator we applied an ICA to mixed LFPs with the
same synaptic inputs but obtained by numerical addition of their respective
currents (without neurons). In this case (to be compared with A), the
separation of the generators was optimal.The slight deviations of
neuron-mediated (black) and numerically obtained LFPs (green)
quantitatively estimate the mutual interactions of synaptic currents
converging on the same neuron.
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co-activated(i.e.,theperiodswhentheelectrogenesisof thesubsy-
naptic membrane of each input“sensed”the conductance change
producedbytheother).Intheseperiods,theoverallspatialdistrib-
ution of the transmembrane currents along the neuron’s anatomy
differed from any of the original inputs,constituting a true spatial
conﬁguration of currents that the ICA detected separately. This
interpretation is supported by the fact that an increase in the elec-
trical distance between G1 and G2 (by moving G1 away from G2)
diminished the variance (power) of G3 (Figure 5B).
The intracellular interaction of synaptic currents on different
membrane domains is highly dependent on the ﬁne geometry of
the cells (López-Aguado et al., 2002). Thus, when the inhibitory
input G1 was moved still further away, thereby sparing the large
cell somata, the interaction between inputs decreased further and
the ICA did not return a third generator (Figure 5C). Although
the soma membrane is electrically close to the apical dendrites,
the electrical distance to the basal dendrites increased dispropor-
tionally due to the impedance mismatch at the thin somato-basal
junctions.Similarly,thethirdgeneratoralsodisappearedwhenthe
excitatory input G2 moved distally into the ﬁne dendrites of the
apicaltuft(Figure5D).Inthiscase,theelectricaldistancebetween
the inputs also increased notably due to the strong capacitive load
imposed by tapering dendrites. Similar effects were observed by
modifying the membrane capacitance and the resistance of the
model neurons (not shown).
In order to conﬁrm the intracellular origin of cross-
contaminations we applied ICA over LFPs obtained by direct
summation of LFPs created by two single generators, i.e., without
modeling the interaction of the synaptic currents inside the neu-
ron (Figure 5E). This procedure is feasible under the assumption
of linearity of the neuron and satisﬁes completely the ICA’s data
model.Asexpected,applicationoftheICAyieldedanidealsepara-
tion of the two components with near zero cross-contamination.
SuperimposingtheneurongeneratedandnumericallymixedLFPs
revealed small but decisive differences, which reﬂected the aggre-
gate estimate of the intracellular interactions between the two
synaptic currents (compare black and green LFPs in Figure 5E).
Thisresulthighlightstheimportanceofelectricinteractionsinside
singlecellsintheconﬁgurationofexternalLFPsanditalsodemon-
strates the high spatial sensitivity of the ICA. Finally, we explored
the role of voltage-dependent channels by comparing the perfor-
manceoftheICAonLFPsmodeledwithandwithoutV-dependent
channels. We found no noticeable effects on the low amplitude
synaptic inputs employed here to simulate ongoing LFPs.
SEPARATION OF SYNAPTIC INPUTS IN REAL ONGOING LFPs
The theoretical ﬁndings corroborate our hypothesis that the use
of an ICA is reliable to accurately disentangle real LFPs into the
separate contributions of synaptic inputs. Thus,we subjected real
hippocampalLFPsrecordedwithalineararray(32recordingsites,
50μm apart) spanning the CA1 and dentate gyrus areas to the
same analytical procedure used for the simulated LFPs.
To determine the presynaptic speciﬁcity of the ICA-separated
LFP-generators, three different known excitatory pathways were
electrically stimulated to introduce subthreshold evoked activity
in the ongoing LFPs at known time instants. Figure 6A shows
FIGURE 6 | Separation of multiple synaptic inputs in hippocampal LFPs
from live animals. (A) LFP segments recorded with a multielectrode linear
probe (e1–e32) containing electrically evoked subthreshold activity of three
different excitatory pathways in the hippocampus [stimulus time instants
marked by dashed vertical line; Com: commissural input, green; PP: perforant
pathway, red; Sch: Schaffer input, blue; see also (B), bottom subplot].Three of
the ICA-separated LFP-generators, G1–G3, contained the evoked activity of
only one activated pathway (colored traces), i.e., they are pathway-speciﬁc.
During spontaneous LFPs, according to the model, the time envelope of each
of these generators corresponds to the varying intensity of synaptic currents
generated by synaptic bombardment from neurons belonging to the same
presynaptic population. (B)The spatial distribution of these generators (upper
subplot) matched those expected for the respective anatomical distribution of
afferent axons colored in the scheme of the hippocampal connections
(bottom subplot). (C) Matching pre- and post-synaptic activity for one
generator.The activity of the CA3 region was locally manipulated by
pharmacological disinhibition applied through a pipette (pip, in B, bottom
subplot).This treatment raised the hypersynchronous epileptic ﬁeld bursts
that are synaptically conveyed to the next relay in the CA1 region. One of
these is enlarged in the upper traces as recorded locally (V pip, green) and in
the postsynaptic target in the CA1 apical dendrites (e#13, asterisk). Note the
multiunit activity and a slight advance of the CA3 local ﬁeld spike over that
in CA1.The ICA-derived Schaffer LFP-generator (G1, blue) speciﬁcally
captured the hypersynchronous volley of synaptic activity during the epileptic
spike, while the upstream PP generator (G3, red) shows an independent
activity.
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ongoing LFPs and zoomed epochs during which the commis-
sural (Com), the Schaffer (Sch), and the perforant path (PP)
inputswereactivated(coloreddashedlines).Althoughevokedﬁeld
potentials were extensively overlapped throughout the recording
electrodes, the application of ICA to the LFP segment deﬁned
ﬁve well-separated generators. Three of the disentangled LFP-
generatorswerepathway-speciﬁc,wherebyeachcontainedactivity
for only one excitatory pathway. The respective spatial distribu-
tions were as expected for the activation of excitatory axons at
locations of the somato-dendritic membranes of known target
cells(Figure6B):ipsilateral(G1)andcontralateral(G2)CA3pyra-
midal cells,and projection cells in the entorhinal cortex (G3). The
other two additional LFP-generators (not shown) accounted for
more than 70% of the total variance and probably corresponded
to inhibitory inputs (for details see Korovaichuk et al.,2010).
Once the spatial distributions of the excitatory LFP-generators
were identiﬁed, the synaptic envelope produced by the ongoing
spontaneousactivityof therespectivepresynapticpopulationscan
be read out online (Figure 6A, right subplot, colored traces). We
note that the activity of presynaptic populations can be evaluated
from a distance, i.e., without directly recording the presynaptic
nuclei. To conﬁrm the presynaptic origin and speciﬁcity of ICA-
separated LFP-generators, we artiﬁcially increased the activity of
one of them (G1) by locally microinjecting a pharmacological
GABA blocker, bicuculline (Figure 6B, bottom panel). Epilep-
togenic CA3 ﬁeld burst activity initiated in the CA3 ﬁeld was
synaptically conveyed to the CA1 region (Figure6C). There was a
correspondencebetweenthetimingofaﬁeldburstrecordedlocally
in the CA3, V pip, and that registered in one of the electrodes in
the target CA1 region, e13 (Figure 6C, top). From ICA-derived
generators,only those originated in downstream populations dis-
played an epileptic spike (e.g.,the Schaffer generator,blue trace in
Figure6C,bottom),unliketheupstreamPPgenerator(redtrace).
Thus the ICA is indeed capable of separating the pathway-speciﬁc
activity from raw LFP recordings.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we describe a model of LFPs based on the spatial
stationarity of synaptic inputs. The scaling up of single cell cur-
rents to macroscopic LFPs was achieved using a realistic model
of a simple laminated brain region from which a bidirectional
unit-to-population code can be derived. We then showed that
spatially discerning analytical tools like the ICA provide precise
separation of multiple contributing synaptic sources in model
and real LFPs, representing the overall level of activity of the
presynaptic populations involved. This approach may help more
extensively and quantitatively exploit LFPs, linking unitary and
network activities to behavior.
Contemporary neuroscience is particularly interested in the
online reading of the activity of different afferent neuronal popu-
lations, and of the responses of target neurons. Besides inferring
a unit-population neuronal code and linking neuronal activity
to behavior, this possibility offers novel paradigms to implement
brain–machineinterfaces(LlinásandMakarov,2002).Inthiscon-
text, our main objective was to establish an experimental and
theoretical framework to use intracerebral recordings of LFPs to
deﬁne the spatiotemporal information sent by afferent nuclei. In
previous studies (Korovaichuk et al., 2010; Makarov et al., 2010)
weshowedthattheICAof LFPsenablespathway-speciﬁcsynaptic
inputs to hippocampal pyramidal cells to be identiﬁed and iso-
lated. Here, we have validated the feasibility of this approach by
using a realistic computational model of LFPs in laminated brain
regions that was experimentally veriﬁed.
We show that the ICA provides precise separation of LFPs that
contributemultiplesynapticsourcesintoisolatedLFP-generators.
EachsingleLFP-generatordescribesapresynapticneuronalpopu-
lationandtheirtargetneurons.Forexample,theSchaffergenerator
in the hippocampus is composed of ipsilateral CA3 pyramids
projecting to CA1 pyramidal cells. The electric activity of an LFP-
generator can be described by its spatial distribution, which is
deﬁnedbythedistributionofthesynapticterminalsontargetneu-
rons and the time course of the overall functional spiking activity
of the corresponding afferent population. We have shown that
the proﬁles of the CSD for LFP-generators corresponding to the
Schaffer,commissural,andperforantpaths(entorhinal)matchthe
cellular conﬁguration of sinks and sources, as revealed by classic
pathway-speciﬁc evoked potentials (Andersen et al., 1971; Her-
reras,1990). We established the cause–effect relationship between
population synaptic currents stratiﬁed in a dendritic domain and
the spatial features of the corresponding LFP-generator. Thus,
the electrical activity of LFP-generators is interpreted similarly
to the well-known evoked potentials elicited by speciﬁc stimula-
tion of one presynaptic afferent population. Indeed, the voltage
and CSD spatial proﬁles of evoked potentials match the anatomi-
cal distribution of transmembrane currents in single cells,and the
spatial distribution of the corresponding pathway-speciﬁc LFP-
generators.We emphasize that the applicability of LFP-generators
goesfarbeyondtheevokedpotentials,sincetheoutstandingspatial
and temporal ﬁdelity of the ICA-separated LFP-generators found
enables the presynaptic activity of different afferent neuron pop-
ulations to be read online from ongoing LFPs,irrespective of their
irregular or rhythmic temporal pattern.
We have demonstrated that the spatial resolution of isolated
LFP-generatorsinthehippocampusisoptimizedtothesubcellular
level of the target neurons (down to at least tens of microme-
ters), which enables converging inputs to the pyramidal cells to
be discriminated whether originated in remote nuclei or cor-
responding to subsets of local interneurons. Extraction of the
temporal dynamics of the synaptic currents produced by a sin-
gleLFP-generatoroffersaresolutioninthemillisecondtimescale.
Suchﬁnetemporaldeﬁnitionmaybeusefultoidentifythespiking
activity of a single presynaptic cell (or a small cluster of coupled
cellsﬁringtogether)sincethereisnostrongoverlappingof synap-
tic currents (if the presynaptic nucleus does not show an excessive
rate of ﬁring). For example, this is applicable to study the ongo-
ing unit-to-population activity of the Schaffer generator whose
afferent pyramidal cells have the ﬁring rate in the range of about
0–1Hz.
When applying the ICA over different segments of exper-
imental LFPs with irregular temporal patterns, we may ﬁnd
changes in the relative variance (power) of LFP-generators, small
to moderate changes in their spatial distributions, signs of cross-
contamination, and occasional hybrid (fused) or split generators.
At a ﬁrst glance this may appear discouraging and cast some
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doubt on the reliability of the companion time courses of an
LFP-generator. However, we have shown that the same variabil-
ity can be mathematically modeled in simulated LFPs. In most
cases,itcanbeexplainedbytheinteractionof synapticcurrentsof
several coactive LFP-generators within a single cell. Indeed, irre-
spectiveofthelocationandspatialscatterofsynapticterminals,the
synaptic currents always generate transmembrane loops through-
out the neuron. Hence, coincident inputs produce currents that
necessarily interact with one another at any subcellular location.
We have also shown that the mutual interaction of several inputs
reduces with the increase of the electrical distance between them.
In practical terms, we found that the jitter observed in the spatial
distribution of LFP-generators rarely affects the precise location
of activesynapticcurrents(synapticterminals),althoughitmayto
someextentmodifythedistributionof passivereturncurrentsdue
tothemembraneshuntslaiddownbyothergenerators.Indifferent
LFPsegmentsthereisavariablecumulatetimeofmutualshunting,
explaining the spatial jitter and the variable degree of the cross-
contamination. Nevertheless,the spatial changes do not affect the
initial phases of an isolated LFP-generator’s time course at least.
We also found that identiﬁcation of low power LFP-generators
(e.g., the perforant pathway) can be facilitated by the extrinsic
addition of variance. An LFP segment under study can be merged
with another segment recorded at an identical position but con-
taining few epochs of evoked activity introduced by subthreshold
stimulation of the pathway of interest (Korovaichuk et al.,2010).
We have shown that the interplay between a cell’s geometry
and the electrotonic parameters also underlies the few synaptic
combinations when the ICA returns an extra generator. Such a
generator has a spatial structure deﬁned by the location of the
active synaptic currents of the temporary coactive LFP-generators
and the time course reﬂecting the coincidences in the activation
of the real LFP-generators. We notice that the performance of the
ICA is not a direct result of the appearance of extra generators but
rather, it shows that the original LFP-generators interact through
thetargetcells.Infactthedegreeof interactioncantosomeextent
be quantiﬁed by analyzing the extra generator. Besides,if the cou-
pling is not too excessive (as a rule, extra generators have low
relative variance) small additive noise in post-processing the data
can usually destroy the intracellular coupling, thereby helping to
unmask the unwanted generators.
To save computation time, we pursued a model of LFPs that
deliberately postpones the implementation of some at least par-
tially relevant factors, such as heterogeneous tissue resistivity
(López-Aguado et al., 2001; Makarova et al., 2008), and of
frequency-dependent ﬁltering phenomena (Bédard et al., 2010).
Indeed,the extent of their quantitative relevance in LFP modeling
is still unclear. An additional simpliﬁcation is that we compiled
individual synapses into compartments,thereby reducing the true
ongoing synaptic bombardment of a single presynaptic spike
series. While explicit modeling of individual synapses would be
required to disclose possible sources of error, none of these ele-
ments would be expected to interfere with the performance of the
ICA.
We must emphasize that the extraction, identiﬁcation, and
the use of ICA-derived LFP-generators is facilitated by: (i) the
suitable (i.e., regular) anatomy of the region of interest; (ii)
electrophysiological knowledge of the contributing neurons; and
(iii) by the information for unit-to-population data scaling. The
ﬁrsttwoissuesaredependentonavailableexperimentaldata,while
the third may require speciﬁc models to be tested for each brain
region.Whilethesimpliﬁedarchitectureofthehippocampusfacil-
itatesthecomparisonofknownspatialproﬁlesofpathway-speciﬁc
evoked potentials to LFP-generators, the blind nature of the ICA
ensures that there is no a priori limitation for its application on
morecomplexstructures,likethecortex.Wesuggestthatmodeling
the realistic cytoarchitecture of each structure will help obtaining
the clues for relating LFP-generators to the electrical activity of
neurons and pathways. Finally, the proposed approach does not
relyonthefrequencycontentof theLFP-generators(incontrastto
Fourier-based methods) and thus,synaptic generators working in
a wide frequency range can be identiﬁed,as is likely to be found in
any brain region. Hence, the parallel reading of their activity may
uncover the processing capacity and functional roles of the brain
region under study.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
SIMULATION OF ONGOING LFPs
Realistic simulation of LFPs requires mathematical modeling of
the following four coupled components: (i) the spiking activity of
afferent populations; (ii) the detail dynamics of single target cells;
(iii) the neuronal aggregate; and (iv) the spreading of electrical
currents in the extracellular space.
Simulation of synaptic inputs
Wesimulatedinputsfromuptoﬁvedifferentafferentpopulations.
Forexcitatoryandinhibitoryinputsweusedthenon-N-Methyl-d-
Aspartate glutamate (Glutamatergic) and GABAA/GABAB recep-
tors, respectively. All target neurons in the aggregate received the
same inputs, which ensures that LFPs calculated over a vertical
tract at the center of the slab contain proportional contributions,
facilitating the interpretation of their interactions. For each input
we simulated ongoing bombardment through afferent axons with
either regular (rhythmic) or random (with Poisson distribution)
spike trains. For rhythmic inputs, special care was taken to avoid
frequencies producing resonant phenomena in the postsynaptic
membranes (Leung and Yu, 1998). The frequency ranged from 6
to 20 and from 6 to 15Hz for Glutamatergic and GABAA/GABAB
inputs,respectively,and 6–30 and 6–20Hz in simulations of non-
rhythmicbombardment.Axonterminalswerehomogenouslydis-
tributed over a dendritic band with the spatial extension along the
main axis varying from 100 to 450μm (the length of a neuron is
750μm).Thespatialoverlapbetweendifferentinputsvariedfrom
zero to full overlap (in this case, one was always wider than the
other). The speciﬁc parameters for each simulation are presented
in the FigureA1 and Table A1 in Appendix.
Single cell model
We simulated the dynamics of a realistic neuronal model with the
average branching, total dendritic length and dendritic tapering
of CA1 pyramidal neurons, as well as the variations in spine den-
sity observed in detailed morphometric studies (Bannister and
Larkman,1995a,b; Trommald et al.,1995). The model neuron has
been thoroughly tested (López-Aguado et al., 2001; Ibarz et al.,
2006; Makarova et al., 2007, 2010;Varona et al.,2000).
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Neuronal geometry and the membrane’s electrical proper-
ties. The neuron consisted of 287 compartments distributed
between the soma, apical and basal dendritic trees, and an axon
consisting of myelinated portions, nodes of Ranvier, an axon
initial segment and the axon hillock. The length of the com-
partments was always >0.01 and <0.2λ. A detailed description
of the cell morphology can be found at http://www.cajal.csic.es/
departamentos/herreras-espinosa/ca12011/index.html. The total
effective area of the neuron was 66,800μm2 (including the spine
area), the membrane capacitance (Cm) was 1μF/cm2 and the
internal resistivity (Ri) was 100Ωcm. The membrane resistivity
(Rm) was 50,000Ωcm2 for the soma, and it was variable for den-
drites (Stuart and Spruston, 1998) according to: Rm(d)=50,000
(0.15+0.85/(1+exp((300−d)/50))) where d is the distance to
the soma in micrometers. The input resistance measured at the
soma was 60MΩ and the time constant was 18ms. Dendritic
spines were collapsed into the parent dendrites (Rall et al., 1992).
As a result, the values of Rm and Cm of the parent compartments
were compensated accordingly. For apical dendrites the surface
ratio between spines and parent dendrites was set to 1:1 (Ban-
nister and Larkman, 1995b) and thus we used a correction factor
of two for spiny compartments (i.e., Rm was halved and Cm was
doubled).
Ionic channels. We used 12 different types of ion channels to
simulate the active properties of the cell membrane: two transient
sodiumcurrentsintheaxonandsoma/dendrites;twocalciumcur-
rents (high- and low-threshold); one hyperpolarization-activated
“h”current; and seven potassium currents. These potassium con-
ductances represented delayed rectiﬁers (one axonal and one
somato/dendritic), a small persistent muscarinic type, a transient
A-type (one proximal and one distal), a short-duration [Ca]-
and a voltage-dependent,and long duration [Ca]-dependent. The
conductance variables were described using a Hodgkin–Huxley
type formalism (see details of the kinetics in Ibarz et al., 2006;
Makarova et al., 2007; and the URL above). The reversal poten-
tials for ion channels were set to ENa =50mV and EK =−90mV.
ECa was considered to be variable and dependent on the calcium
concentrations.
Conductance densities. The channel distribution along the cell
was tuned to accurately reproduce the unitary and population
electrogenesis of the CA1 region (Varona et al., 2000; Makarova
et al., 2007). In this study the densities of axonal conductances
were diminished by a factor of 100 to avoid somato/axonal spike
ﬁring, while dendritic recruitment of V-dependent channels was
permittedexceptwhereindicated.Suchtuningwasrequiredtotest
some unrealistic combinations of synaptic inputs that would pro-
duceheavyﬁring,hamperingtheinterpretationoftheintracellular
interactions between subthreshold currents.
Synaptic currents. The synaptic currents were modeled by:
Isyn(t) = gsyn(t)

Vm − Esyn

gsyn(t) =ˆ gsyn

t
τsyn

exp

t
τsyn

,t > 0 (1)
with τsyn of 2, 7, and 30ms, and reversal potential Esyn of 0,
−75 and −90mV for Glutamatergic, GABAA and GABAB inputs,
respectively. For the sake of simplicity the synaptic conductances
werehomogenouslydistributedthroughoutthesurfaceof allden-
driticbrancheswithintheactivatedband.Theconductanceranged
between4–12and30–60nSforglutamatergicandGABAA/GABAB
inputs,respectively. The excitatory input was normally subthresh-
old for local dendritic spikes (Ibarz et al.,2006).
The neuronal dynamics and transmembrane currents were
calculated using the GENESIS simulator (Bower and Beeman,
1998). An exponential Euler (explicit) method was used with the
integration step, dt =1μs.
The aggregate model
The dorsal CA1 region was modeled as a slab of tissue con-
taining an aggregate of 16,966 morphologically identical units
forming a palisade-like planar structure (1mm×1mm). We pre-
served an experimentally observed cell density of 64 neurons in a
50μm×50μm antero-lateral lattice (Boss et al.,1987),with their
main axis in parallel and their soma contained in a cell body layer
50μm thick,arranged as four uneven layers with 66% on the api-
calside,and22and11%inthetwobasallayers.Thedorso-ventral
extension was 0.8mm. Since we employed homogeneous activa-
tion throughout the population of target neurons, the estimation
of compartmental currents was made in a single unit and the acti-
vation of the entire population was then mimicked by replicating
thecurrentsinalltheneuronsof theaggregate.Inselectedrunswe
checkedforthepossibleeffectsofcell-to-cellanatomicalvariability
by introducing free axial rotation in units, moderate vertical jit-
ter (one layer vs. four-layered somata distributions), and random
verticaljitter(within ±50μm)inthecoordinatesof cellcompart-
ments.Asexpected(Varonaetal.,2000;Makarovaetal.,2010),the
macroscopic averaging dampened microscopic differences.
Calculation of model LFPs
We assumed a homogeneous conductive medium with a con-
stant extracellular conductivity σ (0.3S/m, López-Aguado et al.,
2002). Thus the current spread in the extracellular space Ω can be
modeled by the Poisson equation:
−σΔϕ(x,t) =

Ij(t)δ

x − xj

,x ∈ Ω (2)
whereIj(t)δ(x−xj)arethepointtransmembranecurrent-sources
withamplitudeIj(t)obtainedinthesimulationof thedynamicsof
pyramidal neurons and the sum goes over all cells in the aggregate
and their compartments. Using the fundamental solution of the
Laplace operator in R3 we can approximate the potential near the
center of the neuronal slab as:
ϕ(x,t) =−
1
4πσ
 Ij(t)
rj
(3)
where rj =||x−xj|| is the Euclidian distance to the correspond-
ing compartment. To simulate electrophysiological recordings we
placed16virtualrecordingpointsh=50μmapartspanningfrom
250μm above to 500μm below the cell body at the center of the
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populationinparalleltothesomato-dendriticaxis.Thesimulated
L F P sa r eg i v e nb y
uk(t) = ϕ(0,0,kh;t) (4)
Calculations of LFPs were programmed in a custom C code.
IDENTIFICATION AND COMPARISON OF LFP-GENERATORS
As an input for the data analysis we used either experimental
recordings or simulated LFPs obtained from Eq. 4.
Independent component and current-source density analyzes
The mathematical procedure and detailed signal treatment were
described elsewhere (Makarov et al., 2010). Brieﬂy, the 16 LFP
signals u(t) ={ uk(t)}16
k=1 along a track parallel to the main axis
of principal cells can be represented as the weighted sum of the
activities produced by N LFP-generators:
u(t) =
N 
n=1
Vn (z)sn(t) (5)
where V=[V 1,V 2,...,VN]T is the mixing matrix composed of the
so-called voltage loadings or spatial distributions of all the LFP-
generators along the main axis z, and {sn(t)}N
n=1 are their time
coursesoractivations.Wenoticethatthemodel(5)isnotcompat-
ible with the principal component analysis but it perfectly ﬁts the
ICA.FortheICAwemadeuseof theinfomaxalgorithmproposed
by Bell and Sejnowski (1995). The algorithm is implemented in
the EEGLAB Matlab toolbox (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) and it
returns the time courses and spatial distributions of up to 16 LFP-
generators, although only some of them appear to be signiﬁcant
(as also applies to real recordings).
An LFP-generator was considered to be signiﬁcant if its relative
variance
Wn =
 Vn 2 var(sn)

k  Vk 2 var(sk)
(6)
exceeded 5%. In general the generators with lower variance were
found to be unstable (i.e., their spatial and temporal characteris-
tics randomly varied over different time intervals). We note that
dimension reduction or additive noise may help to identify stable
generators. Due to the ambiguity of the ICA, the voltage loadings
and time courses are given in arbitrary units. Nevertheless, the
reconstructed virtual LFPs created by the contribution of a sin-
gle LFP-generator (if it were active alone) un(t)=Vn(z)sn(t)a r e
dimensional and have the correct polarity. Thus, reconstructed
virtual LFPs are also called pathway-speciﬁc LFPs.
Using(2)wecanintroducetheso-calledCSD-loadingsforeach
LFP-generator:
In =− σΔVn (7)
whichyieldstheCSDforasingleLFP-generator:CSDn =In(z)sn(t).
The CSD maps for raw (mixed) LFPs can be evaluated by
approximating the Laplace operator by 1D ﬁnite difference:
CSD =− σΔu =− σ
uk−1(t) − 2uk(t) + uk+1(t)
h2 (8)
Quantiﬁcations of spatial and temporal accuracy of LFP-generators
In order to compare the reliability of ICA-extracted LFP-
generators we estimated their spatial ﬁdelity and temporal pre-
cision by comparing their values in pathway-speciﬁc LFPs.
As the temporal index we used the coefﬁcient of linear
correlation
ρ =
|cvw|

c2
vc2
w
(9)
where cvw, cv, and cw are the covariance and variances of the time
courses of two LFP-generators v(t) and w(t). An LFP-generator
was considered well separated if its temporal index exceeded 80%.
Tocomparespatialdistributionsweusedthefollowingdistance
measure (Makarov et al., 2010): d(Vk,Vm)=1−| Vk,Vm |/||Vk||
||Vm||,where Vk,Vm istheinnerproductinH2(Ω)and||Vk||isthe
corresponding norm. The distance measure is bounded 0≤d≤1
andd=1fortwoorthogonal(completelydifferent)whereasd=0
fortwoequivalent(identical)spatialdistributions.Thentheindex
of spatial accuracy of an ICA-isolated LFP-generator is
α = 1 − d (VICA,V0) (10)
where d(V ICA,V 0) is the distance between ICA-isolated and the
original pathway-speciﬁc voltage loadings. An LFP-generator was
considered well separated if its index of spatial accuracy exceeded
90%.
To estimate the temporal precision of an LFP-generator over
different time scales, τ, we evaluated the wavelet coherence
of the generator’s time course and the corresponding dynam-
ics of pathway-speciﬁc generator C(τ,t)( wcoher() in Matlab,
Haar mother wavelet). Then the mean coherence quantiﬁes the
temporal precision at different time scales:
β(τ) =
1
T
	
C(τ,t)dt (11)
To evaluate the temporal cross-contamination of the time course
sICA
k (t) of a given ICA-isolated LFP-generator by the pathway-
speciﬁc LFP-generators,s0
i (t), we introduced the following index:
γki =



akis0
i (t)



2



akks0
k(t)



2 (12)
where ||·|| is the norm corresponding to the following inner
product  x,y =

x(t)y(t)dt and the matrix {aki} is obtained
by solving the linear system: Hak =bk;w h e r eH={hik}, hik =
 s0
i ,s0
k , ak =[ak1,...,akN]T, bk =[bk1,...,bkN]T, bki =  sICA
k ,s0
i  .
The index (12) is equivalent to the proportion of the extrinsic
power contaminated by the i-th generator, and the power of the
original k-th generator.
EXPERIMENTAL RECORDINGS
We anesthetized Sprague-Dawley rats (200–250g) with urethane
(1.2g/kg i.p.) and attached a stereotaxic device. The surgical
and stereotaxic procedures employed are described elsewhere
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(Canals et al., 2005). Three different afferent excitatory pop-
ulations that target the CA1 ﬁeld were electrically stimulated:
the contralateral (commissural), ipsilateral (Schaffer) CA3 ﬁelds,
and the entorhinal cortex (perforant pathway). The stimuli
(0.1ms square pulses, 0.1–0.5Hz) were delivered through bipo-
lar electrodes and the amplitude was adjusted to about one
third of the population spike threshold. The number of stim-
uli was such that the evoked ﬁelds introduced a variance never
exceeding 5% of the total. A linear multisite recording probe
(A1×32-6mm 50–413; Neuronexus Technologies, Ann Arbor,
MI, USA) was lowered into the hippocampus (AP: 4.5–5.5, L:
2–3mm) and connected to a multiple high-impedance head
stage. Such 32-site probes spanned both CA1 and DG/CA3
regions. In some experiments an additional pipette was used to
record from a presynaptic population and to modify its ongo-
ing activity by reducing local inhibition by administering micro-
drops of the GABA-A blocker bicuculline (1mM). After ﬁltering
(0.5Hz–5kHz band) and ampliﬁcation, the electrical potentials
were acquired (50kHz acquisition rate) using a MultiChannel
System recording hardware and software (Reutlingen, Ger-
many). Spontaneous LFPs were treated similarly to simulated
LFPs.
All the experiments were performed in accordance with Euro-
peanUnionguidelines(86/609/EU)andSpanishregulations(BOE
67/8509-12, 1988) regarding the use of laboratory animals. The
experimental protocols were approved by the Committee for
Animal Welfare at the Cajal Institute.
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APPENDIX
TableA1 | Parameters of the synaptic inputs employed in the simulation of LFPs.
EXP Name #Gs Type of input Somato-dendritic band
of inputs (μm)
Mean input
frequency
(Hz)
Input intensity (nS)
1 3_14Hz 2 GA+GB (+150:−100) (−100:−400) (6) (14) (60) (30)
2 3_6Hz 2 GA+GB (+150:−100) (−100:−400) (14) (6) (60) (30)
3 4_6Hz 2 GA+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (6) (14) (60) (30)
4 4_14Hz 2 GA+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (14) (6) (60) (30)
5 5_6HzA1 2 GA+GB (+150:−100) (−100:−400) (6A1) (6A2) (60) (40)
6 5_6HzA2 2 GA+GB (+150:−100) (−100:−400) (6A2) (6A1) (60) (40)
7 6_6HzA1 2 GA+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (6A1) (6A2) (60) (40)
8 6_6HzA2 2 GA+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (6A2) (6A1) (60) (40)
9 7_6HzA3 2 GA+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (6A3) (6A4) (60) (30)
10 8_6Hz 2 GA+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (6) (6) (60) (30)
11 8_6Hzret 2 GA+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (6del) (6) (60) (30)
12 8_6HzA1 2 GA+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (6A1) (6) (60) (30)
13 8_6HzA11 2 GA+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (6A11) (6A11) (60) (30)
14 8_6HzA12 2 GA+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (6A11) (6A12) (60) (30)
15 8_6HzA13 2 GA+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (6A11) (6A13) (60) (30)
16 8_6HzA14 2 GA+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (6A11) (6A14) (60) (30)
17 8_6HzA15 2 GA+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (6A11) (6A15) (60) (30)
18 9_6Hz 2 GA+GB (+150:−100) (−100:−400) (6) (6) (60) (30)
19 12_15.15Hz 2 GB+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (15.15) (6.33) (30) (30)
20 12_6HzA1 2 GB+GB (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (6A1) (6A2) (30) (30)
21 13_15.15Hz 2 GB+GB (+150:−100) (−100:−400) (15.15) (6.33) (30) (30)
22 13_6HzA1 2 GB+GB (+150:−100) (−100:−400) (6A1) (6A2) (30) (30)
23 10_15.15Hz 2 GA+GA (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (15.15) (6.33) (60) (60)
24 10_6HzA1 2 GA+GA (+50:−200) (−50:−350) (6A1) (6A2) (60) (60)
25 11_15.15Hz 2 GA+GA (+150:−100) (−100:−400) (15.15) (6.33) (60) (60)
26 11_6HzA1 2 GA+GA (+150:−100) (−100:−400) (6A1) (6A2) (60) (60)
27 14_15.15Hz 2 GA+GA (−150:−250) (−50:−350) (15.15) (6.33) (60) (60)
28 14_6HzA1 2 GA+GA (−150:−250) (−50:−350) (6A1) (6A2) (60) (60)
29 24_3 2 GA+GA (+250:+150) (−350:−450) (15A1) (15A2) (30) (30)
30 24_4 2 GA+GA (−150:−250) (−200:−300) (15A1) (15A2) (30) (30)
31 16_6.33Hz 2 Glu+Glu (+250:+30) (−50:−300) (15.15) (6.33) (8) (8)
32 16_20HzA1 2 Glu+Glu (+250:+30) (−50:−300) (20A1) (20A2) (8) (8)
33 16_20HzA1(a 2 Glu+Glu (+250:+30) (−50:−300) (20A1) (20A2) (4) (4)
34 16_20HzA1(b 2 Glu+Glu (+250:+30) (−50:−300) (20A1) (20A2) (8) (8)
35 16_20HzA1(c 2 Glu+Glu (+250:+100) (−100:−350) (20A1) (20A2) (8) (8)
36 16_20HzA1(d 2 Glu+Glu (+250:+30) (−50:−300) (20A1) (20A2) (8) (8)
37 23_3 2 Glu+Glu (+250:+150) (−350:−450) (30A1) (30A2) (8) (8)
38 23_4 2 Glu+Glu (−150:−250) (−200:−300) (30A1) (30A2) (8) (8)
39 17_6.33Hz 2 GA+Glu (+150:−100) (−250:−400) (6.33) (15.15) (60) (12)
40 17_20HzA1 2 GA+Glu (+150:−100) (−250:−400) (20A1) (20A2) (60) (12)
41 17_20a 2 GA+Glu (+250:+50) (−250:−400) (20A1) (20A2) (60) (12)
42 17_20b 2 GA+Glu (+200:−1) (−250:−400) (20A1) (20A2) (60) (12)
43 17_20c 2 GA+Glu (+150:−100) (−350:−500) (20A1) (20A2) (60) (12)
44 18_6.33Hz 2 GB+Glu (−50:−250) (−250:−400) (6.33) (15.15) (30) (12)
45 18_6HzA1 2 GB+Glu (−50:−250) (−250:−400) (6A1) (20A1) (30) (12)
46 20_6.33Hz 2 GB+Glu (−50:−500) (−350:−500) (6.33) (15.15) (30) (12)
47 20_6HzA1 2 GB+Glu (−50:−500) (−350:−500) (6A1) (20A1) (30) (12)
48 21_1 3 Glu+Glu+Glu (−50:−300) (−250:−400)
(−400:−500)
(6A1) (6A2)
(6A3)
(6) (7) (8)
(Continued)
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TableA1 | Continued
EXP Name #Gs Type of input Somato-dendritic band
of inputs (μm)
Mean input
frequency (Hz)
Input intensity (nS)
49 21_2 3 Glu+Glu+Glu (−50:−300) (−250:−400) (−400:
−500)
(6A1) (6A2) (8) (6) (7) (8)
50 21_3 3 Glu+Glu+Glu (−50:−300) (−250:−400)
(−400:−500)
(6A1) (8) (6A3) (6) (7) (8)
51 21_4 3 Glu+Glu+Glu (−50:−300) (−250:−400)
(−400:−500)
(8) (6A2) (6A3) (6) (7) (8)
52 27_1 3 GA+Glu+GB (−50:−300) (−250:−400)
(−400:−500)
(20A1) (20A2) (14) (60) (12) (30)
53 27_2 3 GA+GB+Glu (−50:−300) (−250:−400)
(−400:−500)
(6A1) (6A2) (20A1) (60) (40) (12)
54 27_3 3 Glu+Glu+GB (−50:−300) (−250:−400)
(−400:−500)
(20A1) (20A2) (14) (8) (8) (30)
55 27_3b 3 Glu+Glu+GB (+150:−100) (−250:−400)
(−100:−400)
(20A4) (20A5) (14) (8) (8) (30)
56 28_1 4 Glu+Glu+GB+GB (+250:+30) (−50:−350)
(+50:−200) (−50:−350)
(6.33) (15.15) (6A1) (6A2) (8) (8) (30) (30)
57 28_1b 4 Glu+Glu+GB+GB (+250:+30) (−50:−350)
(+50:−200) (−50:−350)
(6.33) (15.15) (6A3) (6A4) (8) (8) (30) (30)
58 28_2 4 Glu+Glu+GA+GA (+250:+150) (−350:−450)
(−150:−250) (−200:−300)
(30A1) (30A2) (15A1) (15A2) (8) (8) (30) (30)
59 28_3 4 Glu+Glu+GA+GA (−150:−250) (−200:−300)
(+250:+150) (−350:−450)
(30A1) (30A2) (15A1) (15A2) (8) (8) (30) (30)
60 28_3b 4 Glu+Glu+GA+GA (−150:−250) (−200:−300)
(+250:+150) (−350:−450)
(30A4) (30A5) (15A4) (15A5) (8) (8) (30) (30)
61 28_4 4 Glu+GA+Glu+GA (+250:+150) (−150:−250)
(−200:−300) (−350:−450)
(30A1) (15A1) (30A2) (15A2) (8) (30) (6) (30)
62 28_5 4 GA+Glu+GA+Glu (+250:+150) (−150:−250)
(−200:−300) (−350:−450)
(15A1) (30A1) (15A2) (30A2) (30) (8) (30) (6)
63 28_6 4 Glu+Glu+Glu+GB (−50:−300) (−250:−400)
(−400:−500) (−100:−400)
(6A1) (6A2) (6A3) (14) (6) (7) (8) (30)
64 28_7 4 Glu+Glu+Glu+GA (−50:−300) (−250:−400)
(−400:−500) (+150:−100)
(6A1) (6A2) (6A3) (6) (6) (7) (8) (40)
65 28_8 4 GA+GB+Glu+Glu (+150:−100) (−100:−400)
(+250:+30) (−50:−300)
(14) (6) (6.33) (15.15) (60) (30) (8) (8)
66 28_8b 4 GA+GB+Glu+Glu (+150:−100) (−100:−400)
(+250:+30) (−50:−300)
(14) (6) (6.33) (15.15) (60) (30) (8) (8)
67 28_9 4 Glu+Glu+GA+GB (+250:+30) (−50:−300)
(+50:−200) (−50:−350)
(6.33) (15.15) (6A2) (6A1) (8) (8) (60) (40)
68 29_1 5 Glu+Glu+Glu+GA+GA (−50:−300) (−250:−400)
(−400:−500) (+250:+150)
(−350:−450)
(6A1) (6A2) (6A3) (15A1) (15A2) (6) (7) (8) (30) (30)
69 29_2 5 Glu+Glu+Glu+GA+GA (−50:−300) (−250:−400)
(−400:−500) (−150:−250)
(−200:−300)
(6A1) (6A2) (6A3) (15A1) (15A2) (6) (7) (8) (30) (30)
70 29_3 5 GB+Glu+GA+GA+GA (−50:−250) (−250:−400)
(−150:−250) (−200:−300)
(+150:−100)
(6.33) (15.15) (15A1) (15A2) (6) (30) (12) (30) (30) (40)
71 29_3a 5 GB+Glu+GA+GA+GA (−50:−250) (−250:−400)
(−150:−250) (−200:−300)
(+150:−100)
(6.33) (7) (15A1) (15A2) (6) (30) (6) (30) (30) (40)
(Continued)
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TableA1 | Continued
EXP Name #Gs Type of input Somato-dendritic band
of inputs (μm)
Mean input
frequency (Hz)
Input intensity (nS)
72 29_3b 5 GB+Glu+GA+GA+GA (−50:−250) (−250:−400)
(−150:−250) (−200:−300)
(+150:−100)
(6.33) (15.15) (15A1) (15A2) (6) (30) (12) (60) (60) (40)
73 29_3c 5 GB+Glu+GA+GA+GA (−50:−250) (−250:−400)
(−150:−250) (−200:−300)
(+150:−100)
(6.33) (7) (15A1) (15A2) (6) (30) (6) (60) (60) (40)
74 29_3d 5 GB+Glu+GA+GA+GA (−50:−250) (−250:−400)
(−150:−250) (−200:−300)
(+150:−100)
(6.33A1) (7A1) (15A1) (15A2) (6A1) (30) (6) (60) (60) (40)
75 29_3e 5 GA+Glu+GB+GB+GB (−50:−250) (−250:−400)
(−150:−250) (−200:−300)
(+150:−100)
(6.33) (7) (15A1) (15A2) (6) (30) (6) (30) (30) (40)
76 29_4 5 GA+GA+GA+GA+GA (−150:−250) (−50:−350)
(+150:−100) (+250:+150)
(−350:−450)
(15.15) (6.33) (20A1) (15A1) (15A2) (60) (60) (60) (30) (30)
77 29_6 5 Glu+Glu+Glu+Glu+Glu (−150:−250) (−50:−350)
(+150:−100) (+250:+150)
(−350: −450)
(30A1) (30A2) (6A2) (6A3) (15.15) (8) (8) (7) (8) (8)
78 29_7 5 GA+GB+Glu+Glu+GA (+50:−200) (−50:−350)
(+250:+30) (−350:−500)
(+250:+150)
(14) (6) (6.33) (20) (8) (60) (30) (8) (12) (30)
79 29_8 5 GA+GB+Glu+Glu+GA (+50:−200) (−50:−350)
(+250:+30) (−350:−500)
(+250:+150)
(6A1) (6A2) (20A1) (20A2) (15A1) (60) (30) (8) (12) (30)
80 29_5 5 GB+GB+GB+GB+GB (−100:−350) (−100:−400)
(+150:−100) (+50:−200)
(−50:−500)
(14) (6A2) (15.15) (6A1) (6.33) (30) (40) (30) (30) (30)
From left to right: EXP, number of experiment. Name: name of simulation. #Gs: number of synaptic inputs (or Generators) employed. Type of input: GA, GB, Glu
are GABAA, GABAB, and Glutamatergic synaptic inputs, respectively. Inputs are sequentially ordered to help ﬁnding the corresponding values for their parameters in
the adjacent columns. Somato-dendritic band of inputs is the extracellular band containing the synaptically activated cell compartments, mimicking the stratiﬁcation
of inputs in hippocampal pyramidal cells.The pairs of values in brackets correspond to the upper and lower limits of the spatial band in the Z-axis of the aggregate
respect to the soma layer (zero) in microns. Mean input frequency stands for both regular and random inputs. In the later case, ﬁve different random sequences
were employed (A1–A5). Input intensity is the total synaptic conductance for the activated compartments. Each compartment received the same density of synaptic
conductance (i.e., normalized to the surface). Besides the synaptic combinations listed in the table, LFP simulations were also run for each of the synaptic inputs
alone in order to compare the efﬁciency of the ICA by comparing with the corresponding generators separated from the mixture.
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FIGUREA1 | Schemes of the parameters employed for the synaptic input
combinations. All cells in the aggregate were synaptically activated over the
dendritic compartments contained within a spatial band (see details in
TableA1) to mimic the stratiﬁcation of inputs from different presynaptic
populations.The relative position of inputs along the somato-dendritic axis
over the dummy neuron is scaled with the prototype CA1 pyramidal model
cell.The numbers below indicate the different simulations for the particular
synaptic input conﬁguration.
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